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New Source for Detecting Dark Vessels - Night Lights!
Skylight is now using Artificial Intelligence to detect vessels operating at night through processing
and displaying Night Lights data. Night Lights are a powerful source of information available daily
for tracking vessels operating nocturnally with lights in and around your areas of responsibility.
Night Lights is also known as Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite - or VIIRS.

Combining Night Lights data with local knowledge can be helpful for tracking fishing activities. For
example, fishing vessels use lights to attract fish when there is little moon light.

Skylight is releasing Night Lights as a “Beta” version, which means we are actively monitoring
performance and reviewing feedback for this feature.

Night Lights vessel detections rely on emitted
light from a vessel and do not show vessel
characteristics. The image on the left compares
detections from Night Lights (left) and Satellite
Radar (right). The Night Lights detection (left)
shows a single pixel of light while the Satellite
Radar detection (right) shows more detail of the
vessel shape. This is because the resolution for
Night Lights is 1 km whereas the resolution for
Satellite Radar is in meters.

Night Light vessel detections are available in
near real time (~2 hour delay on average).

Skylight processes the Night Light imagery to
account for light pollution and cloud cover to
reduce false positives, like moonlight reflecting
off clouds that could resemble light emitted from
a vessel through clouds.

Clouds, moonlight, and other factors can impact
how the Night Light detections look. In the image
on the right, a detection correlated to AIS (right)
shows more dispersed light (larger area
illuminated), perhaps because there were light
clouds over the vessel. The other, a dark vessel
detection (left), likely occurred on a clear night
with little cloud cover.
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Any analysis of dark vessel detections should consider the detection
image and any other available information. False positives are more
likely during a full moon phase, though we try our best to filter them
out. An example is the image on the right where the detection is more
likely illuminated clouds from moonlight than a vessel’s lights. Note
the size of the detection in the image and the other spots of light
compared to the detections shown above.

Analysts may wish to consider Night Lights data in Skylight with the
current lunar phases.

While Night Lights data have been publicly available for decades,
Skylight is making this data available globally, daily, and with
minimal delay for all of our users. Similar to Satellite Radar, Night
Lights help identify dark (non-AIS-transmitting) vessels. However,
there are also some important differences:

Source of Dark (Non-AIS) Vessel
Detections in Skylight

Satellite Radar
(existing source)

Night Lights
(new source)

What kind of vessels are detected Any vessel that is large enough
for radar to reflect off of the
material (in practice usually
greater than 15 meters length)

Any vessel operating at night
and emitting enough light,
unobstructed by clouds and
other conditions

Affected by clouds No Yes

How regularly area is imaged Every 1-2 weeks Daily

Geographic coverage Mostly close to shore Globally

How quickly the information appears
in Skylight

Depends on area, 3-6 hours
average delay

2 hours on average

Collection frame visibility (green box) Yes No

When the collection occurs Varies by area Always middle of the night local
time (e.g. ~1-4AM)

If you have any questions about how to use Night Lights for your mission, look at our Knowledge
Base. You can also contact us at support@skylight.global. We are also looking for volunteers to
share feedback about the data while it is in a “Beta” phase.
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Update to Vessel Detection
Filters
With the addition of Night Lights,
Skylight has updated filters. From the
Events tab, users can select all “Vessel
Detection” events.

From the Filters tab, users can select the
type of vessel detection, either “Night
Lights” or “Satellite Radar.” In the future,
Skylight will add additional types of
vessel detections.

Update to Time Range Filter
By default, Skylight shows events from the past 24
hours. An update will now allow users to select the past 6
or 12 hours to focus on the most recent activity.

Clearing any date range setting will default back to the
past 24 hours.
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